
Hello



GOOGLE
HOME



Google Home is a
powerful speaker and
voice assistant. Play
your music. Call
your friends and doing
many many things...



Google Home have
powerfull artificial intelligence
powered personal assistant
what is called
Google Assistant



But it is mostly use for
play music,
weather report, hands free
calling this kind of work



Less then 50% people
Use it regularly.
So it’s a PROBLEM

because they can do many
things with it



Now a days people’s
are busy. They have not much
time to see product feature
details. Even after buying a product
they forgot about the product.



Because Technology change’s
in every moment.  They want to
buy the newest one
without using old one



Most of the people now
used to in smartphones.
They use smart phones
for this kinds of purpose.
Why they use Google Home?
Only for playing music?



So for the busy people
and forgetable
people virtual personal
assistant is very much helpfull



what to do?



I think The solution is
Tell the user about the features
of google home by itself 



how?



when a user ask a question to google
she only gives an answer,
if needed gives some suggestions.

I think it will be better if she told a product
feature after answering a question.



because Pepole’s are become
happy when someone
Tells something what he don’t know.



Throuh user’s web experienc history
we know what is his choise, what he want
what he like etc etc
So this is a way



Example: 01

user: Ok google. play some rainy song.
Google: Ok, here is your playlist.
Hay you can also make a remember to me for
take umbrella into office.



Example: 02

you: Ok google. what is last date of paying my
electricity bill?

Google: its 25.04.2019. you can control
your room lights by me.



Example: 03
you: Hey google. Please find a baby product shop
near me

Google: Ok, Here some stores. If you want
 I can tell a story to your baby



But its must be horrible if google always
tells it’s features. So artificial intelligence
must be need for perfect combination 
for telling features



Thanks
This is


